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He also asked help from the chancellor of the exchequer; but
Goschen refused to pledge state money for a private firm and,
beyond offering to suspend the Bank Charter, would do nothing.
Lidderdale then turned to the joint stock banks and greater
City firms, and with lightning impetus (he headed the list at
5 p.m. on Friday and closed it before noon on Saturday) raised
a guarantee fund of 7 millions. By these means panic liquidation
was averted, and an immense threat to trade and industry re-
moved. Barings was reconstructed as a joint stock company; by
the end of 1894 every advance made to it from the Guarantee
Fund had been paid off; and the guarantors were released from
all further responsibility. High finance, through a new solidarity,
had displayed a new strength.1
Nothing similar was attempted in 1893, when the banking
system of Australia collapsed. That disaster not only crippled
the colonies concerned for some years, but, coinciding with a big
railway slump in America, helped to deepen the world-depres-
sion.
The change from individual to company ownership in industry
and business continued to progress through these years, being
nearly universal by the end of the century. Treading on its heels
came now another—the formation of trusts and combines. It
was less prominent in Great Britain than in the United States and
Germany, because there was here no tariff to create monopolies
behind; yet in many fields the movement made headway. The
earliest great English amalgamation was the Salt Union (1888).
The next was the United Alkali Company (February 1891),
which took in no less than forty-eight firms producing soda and
bleaching-powder. The Salt Union was at first successful in
establishing monopoly and restoring prices to a profitable level.
But it overdid price-raising, facilitated thereby the encroach-
ments of outside production, and finally drifted into such straits
that after heavily writing down its capital in 1903 it had in 1906
to yield to its competitors and come under a common sales
1 Lidderdale's methods were drastic. An essential feature of his scheme was that
the banks should not call in their loans to bill brokers, and an understanding was
reached to that effect. A certain bank began calling in loans nevertheless. Lidder-
dale sent for the manager and informed him, that unless his bank were loyal to the
understanding, he would forthwith close its account at the Bank of England and
announce the fact in the evening newspapers. He gave him an hour to make up his
mind. The manager is said to have made it up quickly (Ellis T. Powell, The
Evolution of the Money Market (1915), p. 527).

